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ABSTRACT
Social entrepreneurs are a new breed of business owners. They have social
impact or social justice issues as their focus but they face a range of
challenges. While the social impact entrepreneurs’ care about the bigger
picture, some of their investor/shareholders may want
dividends/profits/capital gain/return on investment. Further, since a lack of
business capital is often an issue, the entrepreneurs have a need to rely on a
‘lean’ business structure to ensure that the creation of the legal structure
doesn’t stifle their ability to increase their scale due to limited funds. Other
issues that arise is the requirement that the social impact aim is ‘locked in’
to the entity so that subsequent investors don’t turn a social impact
organisation into a profit making entity, how income (including any taxable
profits) can be reinvested into the social purpose, control of decision
making, raising capital and maximising social impact.
With these aims in mind, how do such business developers structure the
business that they wish to grow? This paper considers the needs of social
entrepreneurs in the context of their use of a proprietary limited company
structure. This structure has been chosen as it is the most common form of
business entity used in Australia. Further, it is the simplest to understand
and the least expensive to establish and operate. The paper will discuss
corporation law advantages, disadvantages and requirements such as limited
liability of companies, responsibilities of board members, raising capital,
reporting and so on in the context of the requirements of social
entrepreneurs. It will undertake the same discussion in respect of the income
tax obligations and requirements for a corporate entity. It will conclude with
an evaluation of these two complex areas of law in respect of the needs of
social entrepreneurs.
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